The difference of gas-solids flow between a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) downer and riser was compared by computational particle fluid dynamics (CPFD) approach. The comparison was conducted under the same operating conditions. Simulation results demonstrated that the downer showed much more uniform solids holdup and solids velocity distribution compared with the riser. The radial non-uniformity index of the solids holdup in the riser was over 10 times than that in the downer. In addition, small clusters tended to be present in the whole downer, large clusters tended to be present near the wall in riser. It was found that the different cluster behavior is important in determining the different flow behaviors of solids in the downer and riser. While the particle residence time increased evenly along the downward direction in the downer, particles with both shorter and longer residence time were predicted in the whole riser. The nearly vertical cumulative residence time distribution (RTD) curve in the downer further demonstrated that the solids back-mixing in the downer is limited while that in the riser is severe. Solids turbulence in the downer was much weaker compared with the riser, while the large clusters formation near the wall in the riser would hinder solids transportation ability.
Introduction
The circulating fluidized bed (CFB) [1] , which is extensively applied in industrial production such as fluidized catalytic cracking (FCC) and coal combustion [2] , is mainly composed of a riser in which the gas phases move upward and the solids phases move upward in the center and flow downward at the wall, as well as composed of a downer in which the gas-solids phases flow downward co-currently. CFB risers show various advantages including good gas-solids contact efficiency and high gas-solids throughput [3] . However, CFB risers still have some limitations such as severe solids back-mixing and clustering, which will reduce the gas-solids contact and could be detrimental to the reaction selectivity [4] . Compared to the conventional riser, the downer as a type of novel reactor shows rather uniform flow structure and less solids back-mixing [5] , which is conductive to the reaction requiring short contact time at high temperature [6] . For instance, the downer reactor is suitable for the coal pyrolysis reaction [7] and fluidized catalytic cracking reaction [8] . Therefore, the downer has drawn increasingly more attention in the past decade. Plenty of scholars have paid attention to the hydrodynamics [9] [10] [11] [12] , heat transfer [13] , and mass transfer [14] , as well as the chemical reactions [15] experimentally in the downer.
From the other side, the coal combustion reaction which happens in the CFB riser (boiler) is highly dependent on the sufficient contact between gas (oxygen) and solids (coal particles) in order to and residence time of each particle. Currently, considerable efforts have been devoted to simulate the CFB downer and riser by using CPFD approach. Lanza et al. [26, 27] presented studies to predict the flow behaviors in the developed flow region of a downer using CPFD approach. Wu et al. [28] established a CPFD model coupled with EMMS-based drag model and predicted the flow behavior of a pilot-scale CFB riser handling Geldart A particles and of an industrial-scale FCC riser with a 14-lump kinetic model. Shi et al. [29] investigated the solids residence time distribution and solids back-mixing behavior of a CFB riser by adopting CPFD approach and their results demonstrated that the CPFD approach was capable to obtain the residence time of each individual particle in a pilot-scale riser. With CPFD approach, the previous studies of the authors' research group [28, 30] succeeded in describing the flow behavior of CFB downer and riser respectively by considering the cluster effects on the interphase drag force. However, the above mentioned CPFD studies were all based on CPFD approach to simulate the individual downer or riser. Systematic analysis on comparing the difference of gas-solids flow characteristics between the downer and riser is still seldom reported.
In the present work, the CPFD approach incorporated with cluster-based drag model and EMMS-based drag model was adopted to simulate a pilot-scale downer and riser respectively with Geldart A particle in the same CFB system at the same superficial gas velocity and solids circulating flux. The difference of solids holdup as well as some particle-scale information including solids velocity, solids residence time, solids dispersion, and granular temperature between the downer and riser was compared by CPFD approach in order to further analyze the difference of macro-flow behaviors, cluster behaviors, and solids back-mixing. This work is of great significance to provide basic knowledge about the design and operation of the two reactors.
CPFD Model and Set-Up

Simulated CFB System
The downer and riser simulated in this work was from the cold-flow CFB set-up by Wang [31] at Western Ontario University. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the simulated gas-solids CFB system and the 3D computational domain of the CFB downer and riser. In the experimental system, there is one riser with an inner diameter of 0.076 m and a height of 10 m, as well as two downers with an inner diameter of 0.05 m and a height of 4.9 m and an inner diameter of 0.076 m and height of 5.8 m, respectively. The simulation work was conducted in a downer with a height of 5.8 m and an inner diameter of 0.076 m as well as the above mentioned riser. In this work, the downer and riser were under the same superficial velocity of 7 m/s and the same solids circulating flux 200 kg/(m 2 ·s) were studied respectively. The particles in the downer and riser are FCC particles with a mean diameter of 76 µm and a density of 1780 kg/m 3 . For the downer, the gas and particles were fed into the downer from the top inlet and flowed out of the system from the bottom outlet. For the riser, the gas phase was introduced into the main tube with a diameter of 0.076 m continuously and uniformly from the bottom inlet, while a small amount of aeration gas (air) was used to help the particles enter the riser from the storage tank, as well as particles that were fed into the system from the bottom side tube which was vertical to the main tube with a diameter of 0.05 m. During the simulation, we modified the solids inlet angle to make the particles be transported to the outlet smoothly by the gas phase. The gas-solids phase left the riser from the top outlet. The specific parameters of operating conditions are shown in Table 1 . 
CPFD Model
The 3D CPFD model was used to simulate the above CFB downer and riser. In the CPFD solution process, the fluid phase is described by solving the continuity and momentum equation, and the momentum transfer of particles is described based on the MP-PIC formulation. The governing equations of gas and particles are shown in Table 2 . For the simulation of gas-solids CFB system, it is 
The 3D CPFD model was used to simulate the above CFB downer and riser. In the CPFD solution process, the fluid phase is described by solving the continuity and momentum equation, and the momentum transfer of particles is described based on the MP-PIC formulation. The governing equations of gas and particles are shown in Table 2 . For the simulation of gas-solids CFB system, it is critical to describe the interphase drag force exactly because it has dominant influence on the Processes 2020, 8, 161 5 of 25 predicted flow behaviors. Although the particle concentration in thedowner is low, the clustering effects on the interphase drag force are still needed to be considered in the simulation, and some researches [7, 20, [32] [33] [34] have predicted the flow behaviors in the downer based on the drag model considering the effect of the cluster. In this work, a cluster-based drag model, which was developed by Wu et al. [30] considering the dynamic equilibrium of particles in and out of the cluster, and was used to simulate the CFB downer. On the other hand, the EMMS-based drag model, considering the effects of local heterogeneous structure, have been proven to predict the flow structures in CFB risers more accurately than the conventional homogeneous drag model (e.g., Wen and Yu or Gidaspow drag model) in previous studies [28, 35, 36] . Therefore, the EMMS-based drag model was selected to simulate the CFB riser. The relevant mathematical equations of the cluster-based drag force model and the EMMS-based drag force model adopted to simulate the downer and riser are shown in Table 3 . The detailed calculation procedure of the cluster equivalent diameter (d cl ) could be found in the author's group [30] . Table 2 . Governing equations of gas and particles in the simulation [25] .
Continuity Equation of Gas Phase
∂ ∂t ε g ρ g + ∇ · ε g ρ g → u g = 0
Momentum Equation of Gas Phase
∂ ∂t ε g ρ g → u g + ∇ · ε g ρ g → u g → u g = −ε g ∇p g − ∇ · ε g τ g + ε g ρ g g − → F D
Liouville Equation for Describing the Motion of Particle Phase
∂ f ∂t + ∇ f → u p + ∇ u p ( f A) = 0 Particle Acceleration A = D p → u g − → u p − 1 ρ p ∇p + g − 1 ε p ρ p ∇τ p
Particle Normal Stress Model
Processes 2020, 8, 161 6 of 25 Table 3 . Drag force models used for the simulation of downer and riser.
Cluster-Based Drag Model Adopted in Downer [30]
β = 3 4 εgεp → u g− → up d cl ρ g C dcl ε −2.7 g C dcl = 24(1+0.15Re 0.678 cl ) d cl (Re cl < 1000) C dcl = 0.44 (Re cl ≥ 1000) Re cl = εgρg → u g − → up d cl µg
EMMS-Based Drag Model Adopted in Riser [28]
β = 3 4 εgεp → u g− → up dp ρ g C d0 ε −2.7 g H D C d0 = 24(1+0.15Re 0.678 p ) dp Re p < 1000 C d0 = 0.44 Re p ≥ 1000 Re p = εgρg → u g− → up dp µg H D = a Re p + b c a =                exp 0.5120 + 471.7406ε 2.5 g + 116.8694 εg ln εg 0.457 ≤ ε g < 0.8 1 0.5690+11201.4430 ln 2 εg− 0.0001868 ln εg 0.8 ≤ ε g < 0.9997 1 0.9997 ≤ ε g < 1 b =                      εg (−0.05570×exp(− exp(92.9004−209.2822εg))) +9.4089 0.457 ≤ ε g < 0.48 −0.8456 × exp − exp 141.1489 − 281.1403ε g +0.8560 0.48 ≤ ε g < 0.6 −0.001343 exp (ln εg+0.2708) 2 0.01890 +0.06095 0.6 ≤ ε g < 0.98 0.6141 − 0.5982 × exp −361.6032ε 1177.6292 g 0.98 ≤ ε g < 0.9997 c =                0.5498 (1+exp(23.4547−44.0615εg)) 1 0.3682 0.457 ≤ ε g < 0.622 0.9387 − 0.3931ε 63.0517 g − 0.4291 × exp ε g + 0.6075 ε −0.9801 g 0.622 ≤ ε g < 0.9997 0 0.9997 ≤ ε g < 1
Simulation Set-Up
The simulation was conducted by the commercial software Barracuda ® using CPFD approach. The gas and particles in the downer were introduced from the top inlet, while the gas flowed into the riser from the bottom main tube and the particle entered from the side tube near the bottom of the riser. The gas-solids velocity inlet was set on the basis of the experimental superficial gas velocity and the solids circulating flux. The pressure outlets of the gas phase and particle phase were chosen at the bottom of the downer and at the top of the riser, respectively. Normal pressure and temperature were set in the simulation. No-slip wall boundary condition was selected for the gas phase. For the particle phase, the wall boundary condition was described by normal-to-wall retention and tangent-to-wall retention parameters. The grid independency test had been conducted in the previous works of the authors' research group, and found that the simulation results were independent from the mesh size [28, 30] . The detailed modeling parameters for simulating the downer and riser are shown in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
The accuracy of the CPFD model should be validated before its further usage in analyzing the hydrodynamics in the CFB riser and downer. In the previous works of the authors' research group, the model has been validated, which shows that the current CPFD model can be accurately adopted to predict the hydrodynamics in both the CFB riser and downer [28, 30] .
Before the simulation results were used for analysis, the predicted flow structure should be confirmed to have achieved statistically stabilized state. The time evolutions of particle inventory inside the downer and riser, as shown in Figure 2 , were used to determine whether the predicted flow structure had reached stabilized state. It is obvious from the figure that the particle inventory inside the downer increased dramatically in 1 s from the beginning and stayed nearly unchanged after 1 s, indicating that the predicted gas-solids flow in downer quickly reached stabilized state in 1 s. In contrast, the particle inventory inside the riser increased slowly in 10 s from the beginning and changed slightly after 10 s, indicating that the predicted flow structure in riser experienced a relatively slow flow development and reached statistically stabilized state after 10 s. It should be mentioned that the fluctuation of particle inventory after 10 s is mainly caused by the non-uniform particle flow and back-mixing behaviors inside the riser. This is common phenomena in such a complex gas-solids system as riser. In the present work, the simulation results were statistically averaged after 10 s for both downer and riser.
Before the simulation results were used for analysis, the predicted flow structure should be confirmed to have achieved statistically stabilized state. The time evolutions of particle inventory inside the downer and riser, as shown in Figure 2 , were used to determine whether the predicted flow structure had reached stabilized state. It is obvious from the figure that the particle inventory inside the downer increased dramatically in 1 s from the beginning and stayed nearly unchanged after 1 s, indicating that the predicted gas-solids flow in downer quickly reached stabilized state in 1 s. In contrast, the particle inventory inside the riser increased slowly in 10 s from the beginning and changed slightly after 10 s, indicating that the predicted flow structure in riser experienced a relatively slow flow development and reached statistically stabilized state after 10 s. It should be mentioned that the fluctuation of particle inventory after 10 s is mainly caused by the non-uniform particle flow and back-mixing behaviors inside the riser. This is common phenomena in such a complex gas-solids system as riser. In the present work, the simulation results were statistically averaged after 10 s for both downer and riser. The axial distribution of the time-averaged pressure difference inside the downer and riser were shown in Figure 3 . The pressure difference between the bed and the inlet is defined as (P0-P), where P0 is the time-averaged pressure at different heights and P is the operating pressure at the inlet (101,300 Pa) as shown in Table 1 . In the downer, the pressure decreased significantly from the inlet to the middle part and then increased to the outlet. This trend was consistent with the experimental study by Zhang et al. [9] . In the riser, the pressure decreased from the inlet to the outlet, which was in accordance with the study by Wang et al. [37] . The difference of pressure from the inlet to the outlet was the driving force for the upward gas-solids flow. The axial distribution of the time-averaged pressure difference inside the downer and riser were shown in Figure 3 . The pressure difference between the bed and the inlet is defined as (P 0 -P), where P 0 is the time-averaged pressure at different heights and P is the operating pressure at the inlet (101,300 Pa) as shown in Table 1 . In the downer, the pressure decreased significantly from the inlet to the middle part and then increased to the outlet. This trend was consistent with the experimental study by Zhang et al. [9] . In the riser, the pressure decreased from the inlet to the outlet, which was in accordance with the study by Wang et al. [37] . The difference of pressure from the inlet to the outlet was the driving force for the upward gas-solids flow. 
Solids Holdup
As a method based on the Eulerian-Lagrangian framework, the CPFD approach can track the motion of individual particles and analyze the characteristics of particles in detail. As demonstrated in the previous works [28, 30] , the gas-solids flow pattern of downer and riser can be out of the 
As a method based on the Eulerian-Lagrangian framework, the CPFD approach can track the motion of individual particles and analyze the characteristics of particles in detail. As demonstrated in the previous works [28, 30] , the gas-solids flow pattern of downer and riser can be out of the influential region of the inlet structure at the axial position of 5 m from the inlet. Therefore, the following discussions would focus on the simulation results at this height of 5 m. The instantaneous solids holdup, which is the solids holdup at a specified time, was compared in the downer and riser. The predicted overall and local distributions of the cross-sectional solids holdup in the downer and riser are shown in Figure 4 . In order to better demonstrate the simulation results, the particle size in the downer and riser were scaled up by six times and 12 times respectively. Different colors indicated different particle concentrations. From the axial distribution of solids holdup in the downer, it can be seen that particles tended to gather near the inlet region. According to the equation of calculating the solids holdup (ε p = G s ρ p u p ), when the solids mass flux (Gs) is fixed, the lower the particle velocity, the higher the solids holdup. Thus, higher solids holdup near the inlet region may cause the physical phenomenon that is particle gathering near the inlet. As the particles flowed downward, particle concentration decreased to a nearly constant value. In the radial direction, particle concentration distributed uniformly. In the CFB riser, the CPFD approach predicted "bottom dense and top dilute" flow structure in the axial direction, which was also observed by previous experimental study [38] . In the radial direction, particles were concentrated and aggregated together to form clusters both in the center and near the wall. More clusters were predicted near the wall than in the center, and the dispersed particle phase tended to be present in the center, resulting in diluted particle concentration in the central area and higher particle concentration near the wall. At the same operating condition, the solids flow was more uniform in the downer compared to the riser along the axial direction. Although the solids holdup in the downer was much lower than that in the riser under the same operating condition [28, 30] , the clustering phenomenon with a small amount of particles aggregating together can still be observed from the Figure 4a . The size of clusters in the downer was much smaller than that in riser. To further reveal the difference with respect to the cluster behaviors and the micro flow structure in the downer and riser, the local solids holdup at the simulation time of 18 s at the height of 5 m were analyzed statistically to obtain the probability density distribution (PDD) of instantaneous solids holdup in the downer and riser, as shown in Figure 5 . The figure displayed unimodal distribution and bimodal distribution in downer and riser, respectively. In the downer, only one peak To further reveal the difference with respect to the cluster behaviors and the micro flow structure in the downer and riser, the local solids holdup at the simulation time of 18 s at the height of 5 m were analyzed statistically to obtain the probability density distribution (PDD) of instantaneous solids holdup in the downer and riser, as shown in Figure 5 . The figure displayed unimodal distribution and bimodal distribution in downer and riser, respectively. In the downer, only one peak was predicted with the solids holdup of most particles less than 0.02, as shown in Figure 5a , and this was consistent with the reports of Zhang et al. [39] . This type of single peak revealed that the particles in the downer were mostly in the form of a dispersed particle phase. In the riser, except for the dispersed particle phase with low solids holdup less than 0.02, there still existed another peak with solids holdup higher than 0.1, which indicated cluster phase. This predicted phenomenon was similar to the experimental results reported by Lin et al. [40] . It can be concluded from the PDD of the riser that particles with a solids holdup over 0.1 occupied a probability of over 25%, which indicated that the cluster phase played a critical role in determining the solids holdup. The PDD of the downer and riser both showed a peak at the solids holdup less than 0.02, which indicated that the dispersed particle phase with low particle concentrations existed in both the downer and riser. Different forms of solids holdup PDD in the downer and riser indicated that the clustering phenomena in the downer was different from that in riser. For further analyzing the solids holdup non-uniformity in radial direction, the radial nonuniformity index (RNI) firstly proposed by Zhu and Manyele [41] was used to quantitatively compare the difference of radial distribution of solids holdup between downer and riser. The definition of RNI(εp) was max ,
where σ(εp) is the standard deviation of the radial cross-sectional solids holdup, σ(εp)max is the maximum possible standard deviation of solids holdup, εp,mf is the highest possible solids holdup which is the packing limit depending on the particle properties and in this study this value is 0.6 as shown in Table 1 , and p ε is the average solids holdup obtained by sampling the particles at the local cross-sectional area. The value of RNI(εp) varies between 0 and 1. If the particles were completely distributed uniformly in the radial direction, indicating that there was almost no deviation of solids holdup at the radial position, the RNI(εp) value would be 0. On the contrary, if particles gathered with maximum solids holdup (for example near the wall) of εp,mf, the value of RNI(εp) would be 1.
The time-averaged RNI(εp) in the downer and riser at the same operating condition was obtained from the transient data from 10 s to 20 s. At a height of 3, 4, and 5 m, the time-averaged RNI in the downer is 0.0225, 0.0224, and 0.0213, respectively; and in the riser is 0.3871, 0.3591, and 0.3528, respectively. In the downer, the RNI(εp) was about 0.02, indicating that the solids flow in the downer was almost in completely uniform state. Compared to the downer, the RNI(εp) in the riser was about For further analyzing the solids holdup non-uniformity in radial direction, the radial non-uniformity index (RNI) firstly proposed by Zhu and Manyele [41] was used to quantitatively compare the difference of radial distribution of solids holdup between downer and riser. The definition of RNI(ε p ) was
where σ(ε p ) is the standard deviation of the radial cross-sectional solids holdup, σ(ε p ) max is the maximum possible standard deviation of solids holdup, ε p,mf is the highest possible solids holdup which is the packing limit depending on the particle properties and in this study this value is 0.6 as shown in Table 1 , and ε p is the average solids holdup obtained by sampling the particles at the local cross-sectional area. The value of RNI(ε p ) varies between 0 and 1. If the particles were completely distributed uniformly in the radial direction, indicating that there was almost no deviation of solids holdup at the radial position, the RNI(ε p ) value would be 0. On the contrary, if particles gathered with maximum solids holdup (for example near the wall) of ε p,mf , the value of RNI(ε p ) would be 1.
The time-averaged RNI(ε p ) in the downer and riser at the same operating condition was obtained from the transient data from 10 s to 20 s. At a height of 3, 4, and 5 m, the time-averaged RNI in the downer is 0.0225, 0.0224, and 0.0213, respectively; and in the riser is 0.3871, 0.3591, and 0.3528, respectively. In the downer, the RNI(ε p ) was about 0.02, indicating that the solids flow in the downer was almost in completely uniform state. Compared to the downer, the RNI(ε p ) in the riser was about 0.3-0.4, which was over 10 times higher than that in the downer. These results were similar to the experimental research of Wang et al. [16] .
To further analyze the difference of cluster characteristics observed in Figure 4 between the downer and riser, the predicted time evolutions of solids holdup in the center and near the wall at three different radial heights were presented, as shown in Figures 6 and 7 . In the riser, most particles were in the form of a dispersed particle phase with a low concentration and smaller fluctuation in the central area. However, the cluster behavior with the peak value of solids holdup can still be captured in the center in this figure. The peak was narrow indicating that the duration of the cluster was short in the center. In the near wall region of the riser, the cluster peak was wider, indicating the duration of the cluster was longer than that in the central region. These results were consistent with the cluster characteristic reported by Zhang et al. [23] . Compared to the riser, the higher fluctuation frequency of solids holdup in both the central and near wall region of the downer indicated a faster rate of cluster formation and dissolution. The higher fluctuation frequency in the downer also indicated that larger clusters were more difficult to be formed in the downer than that in the riser. The power spectral density is a type of method used to analyze the random signal. The solids holdup signals in Figures 6 and 7 were analyzed by fast Fourier transform (FFT) to obtain the power spectral density of different heights in downer and riser shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The power spectral density was used to characterize the fluctuation intensity of signal under different frequencies. It was obvious that the power spectral density was much higher in riser than in downer under low frequency, which indicates that more clusters were broken into dispersed particles in riser compared with downer. On the contrary, the power spectral density in downer was higher than that in riser under high frequency which represents that the cluster in downer was more unstable. The power spectral density is a type of method used to analyze the random signal. The solids holdup signals in Figures 6 and 7 were analyzed by fast Fourier transform (FFT) to obtain the power spectral density of different heights in downer and riser shown in Figures 8 and 9 . The power spectral density was used to characterize the fluctuation intensity of signal under different frequencies. It was obvious that the power spectral density was much higher in riser than in downer under low frequency, which indicates that more clusters were broken into dispersed particles in riser compared with downer. On the contrary, the power spectral density in downer was higher than that in riser under high frequency which represents that the cluster in downer was more unstable. Figure 10 shows the instantaneous distribution of cluster at different simulation times from the height 5 m to 5.5 m. In order to better display the cluster behavior in downer, the particle size was enlarged 3 times. The cluster size was smaller and the clusters distributed in the whole downer compared to the riser. Clusters in downer showed stick shape, and it was similar to the cluster shape reported by Lu et al. [42] employing the micro-video action shot, and by Gomez and Molina [43] using the DEM. In the riser, the cluster with much higher particle concentrations tended to be gathered near the wall, as also demonstrated in Figure 4b . The cluster near the wall in riser exhibited various shapes, such as a vertical strand shape and ellipsoid shape, which was in accordance with the experimental phenomenon observed by Shaffer et al. [44] using high-speed digital image technology. In addition, a typical "V" shape cluster was also captured as shown in Figure 10b , and it was similar to the experimental results visualized by Xu and Zhu [45] using high-speed digital image system, and by Zhang et al. [23] employing the DEM and by Liu and Lu [46] with direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method respectively. Figure 10 shows the instantaneous distribution of cluster at different simulation times from the height 5 m to 5.5 m. In order to better display the cluster behavior in downer, the particle size was enlarged 3 times. The cluster size was smaller and the clusters distributed in the whole downer compared to the riser. Clusters in downer showed stick shape, and it was similar to the cluster shape reported by Lu et al. [42] employing the micro-video action shot, and by Gomez and Molina [43] using the DEM. In the riser, the cluster with much higher particle concentrations tended to be gathered near the wall, as also demonstrated in Figure 4b . The cluster near the wall in riser exhibited various shapes, such as a vertical strand shape and ellipsoid shape, which was in accordance with the experimental phenomenon observed by Shaffer et al. [44] using high-speed digital image technology. In addition, a typical "V" shape cluster was also captured as shown in Figure 10b , and it was similar to the experimental results visualized by Xu and Zhu [45] using high-speed digital image system, and by Zhang et al. [23] employing the DEM and by Liu and Lu [46] with direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method respectively. 
Solids Velocity
The instantaneous distributions of solids vertical velocity in the downer and riser, including the axial distribution of the whole bed as well as the radial distribution at the height of 5 m were shown in Figure 11 . In the downer, the blue color represents the downward particles with lower velocity and the red color represented the faster downward particles. In the riser, the blue represents the particles moving downwards while the green and red represents the upward particles. From Figure  11a , the solids vertical velocity was lower near the inlet of the downer, and it was increased dramatically within a very short distance from the inlet due to the co-function of gravity and drag force. Then the solids vertical velocity was almost stable at the middle part of the downer due to the balance of gravity and drag force. In the radial direction of downer, the distribution of solids vertical velocity at the height of 5 m was relatively uniform except near the wall. The solids vertical velocity near the wall was slightly lower than that in the center due to the wall effects.
The solids vertical velocity was more non-uniform in both the axial and radial direction of the riser than that of downer. In the axial direction of the riser, the solids vertical velocity increased and 
The instantaneous distributions of solids vertical velocity in the downer and riser, including the axial distribution of the whole bed as well as the radial distribution at the height of 5 m were shown in Figure 11 . In the downer, the blue color represents the downward particles with lower velocity and the red color represented the faster downward particles. In the riser, the blue represents the particles moving downwards while the green and red represents the upward particles. From Figure 11a , the solids vertical velocity was lower near the inlet of the downer, and it was increased dramatically within a very short distance from the inlet due to the co-function of gravity and drag force. Then the solids vertical velocity was almost stable at the middle part of the downer due to the balance of gravity and drag force. In the radial direction of downer, the distribution of solids vertical velocity at the height of 5 m was relatively uniform except near the wall. The solids vertical velocity near the wall was slightly lower than that in the center due to the wall effects.
The solids vertical velocity was more non-uniform in both the axial and radial direction of the riser than that of downer. In the axial direction of the riser, the solids vertical velocity increased and then decreased at the co-function of gravity and drag force. In the radial direction of the riser, particles tended to flow upward in the center and downward near the wall. Such downward flow can cause solids back-mixing, which was mainly due to the dynamic process that clusters formed and broke near the wall region. then decreased at the co-function of gravity and drag force. In the radial direction of the riser, particles tended to flow upward in the center and downward near the wall. Such downward flow can cause solids back-mixing, which was mainly due to the dynamic process that clusters formed and broke near the wall region. Similar to the sampling process to obtain the PDD of solids holdup shown in Figure 5 , the PDD of the solids vertical velocity were shown in Figure 12 . In the downer, a single peak with high downward velocity was predicted, indicating that most particles (with a probability over 60%) in the downer existed in the form of dispersed particle phase. In the riser, particles with negative velocity showed a probability of over 40%, indicating that a large portion of particles were in the form of a cluster. Dispersed particle phase with high velocity (more than 10 m/s) was also captured in the riser. Clusters with a larger size can be formed in the riser than that in the downer. Large clusters have higher gravity, and tend to flow downward near the wall. The time evolution of the local instantaneous solids vertical velocity inside the downer and riser at three different radial heights were statistically sampled, as shown in Figures 13 and 14 . In the Similar to the sampling process to obtain the PDD of solids holdup shown in Figure 5 , the PDD of the solids vertical velocity were shown in Figure 12 . In the downer, a single peak with high downward velocity was predicted, indicating that most particles (with a probability over 60%) in the downer existed in the form of dispersed particle phase. In the riser, particles with negative velocity showed a probability of over 40%, indicating that a large portion of particles were in the form of a cluster. Dispersed particle phase with high velocity (more than 10 m/s) was also captured in the riser. Clusters with a larger size can be formed in the riser than that in the downer. Large clusters have higher gravity, and tend to flow downward near the wall. then decreased at the co-function of gravity and drag force. In the radial direction of the riser, particles tended to flow upward in the center and downward near the wall. Such downward flow can cause solids back-mixing, which was mainly due to the dynamic process that clusters formed and broke near the wall region.
(a) (b) Similar to the sampling process to obtain the PDD of solids holdup shown in Figure 5 , the PDD of the solids vertical velocity were shown in Figure 12 . In the downer, a single peak with high downward velocity was predicted, indicating that most particles (with a probability over 60%) in the downer existed in the form of dispersed particle phase. In the riser, particles with negative velocity showed a probability of over 40%, indicating that a large portion of particles were in the form of a cluster. Dispersed particle phase with high velocity (more than 10 m/s) was also captured in the riser. Clusters with a larger size can be formed in the riser than that in the downer. Large clusters have higher gravity, and tend to flow downward near the wall. The time evolution of the local instantaneous solids vertical velocity inside the downer and riser at three different radial heights were statistically sampled, as shown in Figures 13 and 14 . In the The time evolution of the local instantaneous solids vertical velocity inside the downer and riser at three different radial heights were statistically sampled, as shown in Figures 13 and 14 . In the downer, the overall fluctuation of particle velocity was much smaller, indicating that the particles in the downer were uniformly distributed as dispersed particle phases or small clusters. The fluctuation of solids velocity in the near wall area was higher than that in the center, which indicates that the frequency of cluster formation and dissolution near the wall was higher than that in the central area. Larger fluctuations, which are mainly due to the dynamic formation and dissolution of clusters, of solids vertical velocity was present in both the center and the near wall region in the riser, showing that clusters existed in both the central area and the near wall region.
Overall, the solids vertical velocity in the riser fluctuated more greatly, which further explains that the gas-solids flow in downer was more uniform than that in riser. of solids velocity in the near wall area was higher than that in the center, which indicates that the frequency of cluster formation and dissolution near the wall was higher than that in the central area. Larger fluctuations, which are mainly due to the dynamic formation and dissolution of clusters, of solids vertical velocity was present in both the center and the near wall region in the riser, showing that clusters existed in both the central area and the near wall region.
Overall, the solids vertical velocity in the riser fluctuated more greatly, which further explains that the gas-solids flow in downer was more uniform than that in riser. Next, the difference of local instantaneous solids radial velocity between the downer and riser was revealed to provide detailed information about the radial uniformity characteristics, which is a crucial factor to affect the radial solids holdup distribution. Time evolutions of solids radial velocity are shown in Figures 15 and 16 . In the downer, the overall fluctuation of the solids radial velocity was much weaker compared with riser. Meanwhile, the flow development in the downer would intensify the fluctuation since more clusters formed and dissolved with the development of flow. In the riser, a much higher fluctuation was found in the central area than that in the near wall region, which was mainly because the clusters with large volume forming in the near wall region was stable as observed in Figures 7 and 10 . Next, the difference of local instantaneous solids radial velocity between the downer and riser was revealed to provide detailed information about the radial uniformity characteristics, which is a crucial factor to affect the radial solids holdup distribution. Time evolutions of solids radial velocity are shown in Figures 15 and 16 . In the downer, the overall fluctuation of the solids radial velocity was much weaker compared with riser. Meanwhile, the flow development in the downer would intensify the fluctuation since more clusters formed and dissolved with the development of flow. In the riser, a much higher fluctuation was found in the central area than that in the near wall region, which was mainly because the clusters with large volume forming in the near wall region was stable as observed in Figures 7 and 10 . 
Solids Residence Time
In chemical reaction engineering, the conversion rate and selectivity of desired products in the industrial-scale CFB are closely associated with the solids mixing behavior. The residence time distribution (RTD) of the particles is commonly used to reveal the axial solids mixing behavior inside the riser and downer. Particle tracer technology was usually adopted to study the particle RTD in the CFB system in previous experimental studies [47] [48] [49] [50] . However, the particle tracing process is complicated and it will interfere with the main particle stream inside the bed. Therefore, the reliability of the experimental results may be limited. The CPFD approach is able to obtain the residence time of each individual particle by directly tracking the motion of the particles inside the CFB system. In the CPFD simulation, the overall particle RTD of the whole CFB system can be obtained by statistical analysis of the particles at the outlet, while the local particle RTD can be obtained by statistical analysis of the particles at the cross-section of a specific height.
The particle RTD in the axial direction and in the radial direction at a height of 5 m were shown in Figures 17 and 18 . Blue color showed shorter residence time and red color represented longer residence time. In downer, the particle residence time increased evenly from the top inlet to the bottom outlet. In contrast, particles with both shorter and longer residence time were presented in the whole riser. Some particles with blue color (residence time less than 2 s) can be predicted at the top of the riser, indicating that these particles scarcely underwent back-mixing and flow through the riser quickly. Some particles colored by red (residence time more than 10 s) can still be predicted at the bottom of the riser. This comparison indicates that the particle can flow through the downer with uniform velocity and less back-mixing while severe back-mixing existed in the riser. In the radial direction of the downer, the particle residence time distributed uniformly except for slightly longer residence time near the wall because of the wall friction. In contrast, in the radial direction of the riser, particle residence time ranges from 1 s to 12 s, again indicating severe particle back-mixing. In addition, shorter residence time particles tended to be present in the center while longer residence time particles tended to be present near the wall of the riser, which is mainly because the larger cluster flow downwards in the near wall region. 
The particle RTD in the axial direction and in the radial direction at a height of 5 m were shown in Figures 17 and 18 . Blue color showed shorter residence time and red color represented longer residence time. In downer, the particle residence time increased evenly from the top inlet to the bottom outlet. In contrast, particles with both shorter and longer residence time were presented in the whole riser. Some particles with blue color (residence time less than 2 s) can be predicted at the top of the riser, indicating that these particles scarcely underwent back-mixing and flow through the riser quickly. Some particles colored by red (residence time more than 10 s) can still be predicted at the bottom of the riser. This comparison indicates that the particle can flow through the downer with uniform velocity and less back-mixing while severe back-mixing existed in the riser. In the radial direction of the downer, the particle residence time distributed uniformly except for slightly longer residence time near the wall because of the wall friction. In contrast, in the radial direction of the riser, particle residence time ranges from 1 s to 12 s, again indicating severe particle back-mixing. In addition, shorter residence time particles tended to be present in the center while longer residence time particles tended to be present near the wall of the riser, which is mainly because the larger cluster flow downwards in the near wall region. In order to further reveal the difference of solids back-mixing degree between the downer and riser, the predicted cumulative distribution of solids RTD (F(θ) curve) at the outlet of downer and riser are compared in Figure 19 . The slope of F(θ) curve is commonly used to reveal the degree of solids back-mixing. Smaller slope represents more intense back-mixing. In order to further reveal the difference of solids back-mixing degree between the downer and riser, the predicted cumulative distribution of solids RTD (F(θ) curve) at the outlet of downer and riser are compared in Figure 19 . The slope of F(θ) curve is commonly used to reveal the degree of solids back-mixing. Smaller slope represents more intense back-mixing.
From this figure, it can be seen that the F(θ) curve was much steeper for the downer than for the riser. The F(θ) curve of the downer was almost vertical, indicating that particles can flow through the downer uniformly with limited back-mixing. The almost vertical F(θ) curve of the downer shows that particle flow approached to the ideal plug flow, which was consistent with the experimental results of Huang et al. [51] . In contrast, the slope of the F(θ) curve of riser was smaller, indicating that severe solids back-mixing happened in the riser. 
Solids Dispersion Coefficient
The solids dispersion coefficient is used to deeply study the solids transportation mechanism as well as solids mixing quality in CFB system. Meanwhile, the solids mixing quality is closely associated with gas-solids contact efficiency and interphase heat transfer and mass transfer performance [52] . Thus, better understanding about the distribution of the solids dispersion From this figure, it can be seen that the F(θ) curve was much steeper for the downer than for the riser. The F(θ) curve of the downer was almost vertical, indicating that particles can flow through the downer uniformly with limited back-mixing. The almost vertical F(θ) curve of the downer shows that particle flow approached to the ideal plug flow, which was consistent with the experimental results of Huang et al. [51] . In contrast, the slope of the F(θ) curve of riser was smaller, indicating that severe solids back-mixing happened in the riser. In order to further reveal the difference of solids back-mixing degree between the downer and riser, the predicted cumulative distribution of solids RTD (F(θ) curve) at the outlet of downer and riser are compared in Figure 19 . The slope of F(θ) curve is commonly used to reveal the degree of solids back-mixing. Smaller slope represents more intense back-mixing.
The solids dispersion coefficient is used to deeply study the solids transportation mechanism as well as solids mixing quality in CFB system. Meanwhile, the solids mixing quality is closely associated with gas-solids contact efficiency and interphase heat transfer and mass transfer performance [52] . Thus, better understanding about the distribution of the solids dispersion 
The solids dispersion coefficient is used to deeply study the solids transportation mechanism as well as solids mixing quality in CFB system. Meanwhile, the solids mixing quality is closely associated with gas-solids contact efficiency and interphase heat transfer and mass transfer performance [52] . Thus, better understanding about the distribution of the solids dispersion coefficient inside the downer and riser is conductive to obtain an optimized and improved performance of the CFB system.
The calculation of solids dispersion coefficient is commonly by macro approach and micro approach [53] . In this study, the latter method was used because CPFD approach can track the trajectory of particles. Additionally, the solids dispersion coefficient of the pilot-scale CFB downer and riser with Geldart A particles was firstly obtained by the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. For each individual particle, its solids dispersion coefficient can be expressed as:
where ∆r i is the displacement of particle i at the time interval ∆t. The solids dispersion coefficient of each individual particle during a specified time interval could be obtained by the above formula. The statistical analysis focused on the particles in the local area of the CFB system is necessary due to the random solids motion characteristics inside the CFB system. Particles in the local area are sampled and then the solids dispersion coefficient of the local area is obtained by summing and averaging the solids dispersion coefficient of each individual particle, formulated as:
In this study the axial solids dispersion coefficient was obtained by tracking the axial motion of each individual particle and the formula below was used: Figures 20 and 21 show the time-evolutions of axial solids dispersion coefficient in downer and riser. It is noted that the axial solids dispersion coefficient fluctuated over time in both downer and riser due to the random motion of gas-solids two phase flow. The overall fluctuation of axial solids dispersion coefficient in the downer was much weaker indicating that the solids transportation ability was stable during the continuous operation of downer. Compared to the downer, the fluctuation of axial solids dispersion coefficient was much stronger which was mainly caused by the formation and dissolution of large volume cluster. After that, the instantaneous axial solids dispersion coefficients from 14 s to 20 s were statistically averaged to obtain the time-averaged axial solids dispersion coefficients. Then, the time-averaged axial solids dispersion coefficients in the center and near wall region between the downer and riser were compared with those in previously reported experiment [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] and simulation results [59] , that is shown in Figure 22 . The computation results in this study was in the range of the previous experiment and simulation research. The axial solids dispersion coefficient in the downer was higher than that in the riser, which indicated that the solids transportation ability in the downer was higher when the operating conditions were the same. In the riser, the large volume cluster formation near the wall caused a 67% decrease of axial solids dispersion coefficient compared with the central area. After that, the instantaneous axial solids dispersion coefficients from 14 s to 20 s were statistically averaged to obtain the time-averaged axial solids dispersion coefficients. Then, the time-averaged axial solids dispersion coefficients in the center and near wall region between the downer and riser were compared with those in previously reported experiment [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] and simulation results [59] , that is shown in Figure 22 . The computation results in this study was in the range of the previous experiment and simulation research. The axial solids dispersion coefficient in the downer was higher than that in the riser, which indicated that the solids transportation ability in the downer was higher when the operating conditions were the same. In the riser, the large volume cluster formation near the wall caused a 67% decrease of axial solids dispersion coefficient compared with the central area. 
Solids Turbulence Characteristics
Particles in the downer and riser are randomly turbulent because of the violent collisions between particles and particles, as well as the gas-solids interaction inside the downer and riser. Granular temperature is usually used to characterize the solids turbulence and it is evaluated as averaging the square of fluctuating velocity in all three directions as shown in the formula below:
The total granular temperature was decomposed into the axial and radial component in order 
Particles in the downer and riser are randomly turbulent because of the violent collisions between particles and particles, as well as the gas-solids interaction inside the downer and riser. Granular temperature is usually used to characterize the solids turbulence and it is evaluated as averaging the square of fluctuating velocity in all three directions as shown in the formula below: Θ = 1 3 u px u px + u py u py + u pz u pz ,
The total granular temperature was decomposed into the axial and radial component in order to analyze the axial and radial solids turbulence in detail. The axial and radial granular temperature are defined below:
Θ radial = 1 3 u px u px + u py u py ,
Next, the axial distribution of granular temperature in downer and riser is shown in Figure 23 . The granular temperature increased with the development of gas-solids flow in the downer, which was in accordance with simulation results by Samruamphianskun et al. [60] . The overall value of the granular temperature in the riser was much higher than that in the downer, which indicated that much more intense solids turbulence existed in the riser. Meanwhile, the axial granular temperature in both the downer and riser was much higher than the radial granular temperature since the axial flow was the main direction and is dominant in both the downer and riser. 
Conclusions
In this work, the 3D CPFD model incorporated with the cluster-based and EMMS-based drag model was applied to compare the gas-solids flow characteristics in the CFB downer and riser. Solids holdup and solids velocity, which were two key parameters to reveal the gas-solids flow behaviors, were compared in the downer and riser. In addition, the difference of solids back-mixing behavior was revealed by comparing the cumulative distribution of solids residence time inside the downer and riser. Additionally, the particle scale information such as the solids dispersion and solids turbulence was evaluated by comparing the difference of solids dispersion coefficient distribution and granular temperature distribution inside the downer and riser. From the above comparison, the following conclusions were obtained:
(1) Compared to the riser, the radial distribution of solids holdup and solids vertical velocity were more uniform in the downer. The overall solids holdup in the riser was higher than that in the downer. Solids vertical velocity in both the downer and riser exhibited higher velocity in the center and lower velocity near the wall, which is mainly due to the wall friction and due to the frequent formation and dissolution of clusters. (2) The non-uniformity index for the radial distribution of solids holdup was 0.02 for the downer and ranged between 0.3 and 0.4 for the riser, further demonstrating that the gas-solids flow in downer was much more uniform than that in riser. The higher non-uniformity in the riser was mainly due to the large cluster with vertical strand or "V" shape. (3) Compared to riser, the cumulative distribution of solids RTD curve displayed a much steeper slope in the downer, which indicated that limited solids back-mixing existed in the downer and the solids flow structure approached to the ideal plug flow. 
(1) Compared to the riser, the radial distribution of solids holdup and solids vertical velocity were more uniform in the downer. The overall solids holdup in the riser was higher than that in the downer. Solids vertical velocity in both the downer and riser exhibited higher velocity in the center and lower velocity near the wall, which is mainly due to the wall friction and due to the frequent formation and dissolution of clusters. (2) The non-uniformity index for the radial distribution of solids holdup was 0.02 for the downer and ranged between 0.3 and 0.4 for the riser, further demonstrating that the gas-solids flow in downer was much more uniform than that in riser. The higher non-uniformity in the riser was mainly due to the large cluster with vertical strand or "V" shape. (3) Compared to riser, the cumulative distribution of solids RTD curve displayed a much steeper slope in the downer, which indicated that limited solids back-mixing existed in the downer and the solids flow structure approached to the ideal plug flow. (4) The axial solids dispersion coefficient in the downer was higher than that in the riser which indicated that solids transportation ability is much stronger in the downer under the same operating conditions. The decrease of axial dispersion coefficient near the wall in the riser was mainly due to the formation of large volume clusters. (5) The granular temperature in downer was much smaller compared with the riser, which implied that solids turbulence in the downer was much weaker.
